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UNBSU Council Minutes 

Regrets: Eke Kalu 

1. Call to Order 

Chair smith calls meeting to order at 7:03pm. 

  1.1 Roll Call 

Secretary Williamson performs roll call.  

2. Approval of Agenda 

Mover: Toner 

Second: Cormier 

Vote passes unanimously.  

3. Chair’s Remarks 

 Smith: Thank you for your agenda items. 

4. Approval of Minutes 

 Cormier: On page 12 of the minutes, there’s a typo: Chair Smith is cited to have said 

“required or just required”.  

Mover: McGinn 

Second: Wilson 

Vote passes unanimously. 

5. Substantive Business 

5.1 Swearing in of Election Appeal Officials 

 Smith: We’re just waiting for our two Officials to arrive. 

Meg Collins arrives shortly after. 
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 Bempah: If you all have read bylaw 3, you would know that we have an Appeals Board, 

which is established in case the council makes a decision that’s opposed. Our council chair, Serena 

Smith, sits on the board as the Chief Appeals Officer, plus two law students. Serena recommended 

two law students, who we will accept and swear in.   

 WHEREAS By-Law 3 sets out the mandate and function of the Student Union Boards 

Appeals Board; 

 WHEREAS the Appeals Board requires two law students be appointed by Council on 

recommendations from the Chair of Council, acting in the capacity of Chief Appeals Officer, to 

the Board as Associate Appeals Officers; 

 WHEREAS By-Law 3 specifies that each recommended appointee be approved 

individually with 2/3rds vote from Council; 

 BE IT RESOLVED that Meg Collins, a law student in good standing, be appointed as 

Associate. 

Mover: Bempah 

Second: Lutes 

Vote passes. 

Abstentions: Pilgrim. 

 Bempah: Meg, please repeat after me: I do swear or solemnly affirm that I will faithfully, 

truly, and impartially, to the best of my skill and knowledge, fulfill and perform my duties as 

Associate Appeals Officer of the University of New Brunswick Student Union Incorporated.  

Meg Collins repeats this oath. 

 Bempah: I say we move on until Joshua [Haase] arrives. 
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Council moves on to item 5.2. Joshua Haase then arrives at 7:22pm, halfway through item 5.2. 

Council briefly returns to 5.1 to swear in Haase.  

 BE IT RESOLVED that Joshua Haase, a law student in good standing, be appointed as 

Associate. 

Mover: Bempah 

Second: Toner 

Vote passes. 

Abstentions: Pilgrim. 

 Bempah: Joshua, please repeat after me: I do swear or solemnly affirm that I will faithfully, 

truly, and impartially, to the best of my skill and knowledge, fulfill and perform my duties as 

Associate Appeals Officer of the University of New Brunswick Student Union Incorporated. 

 Joshua Haase repeats this oath. 

5.2 Rebrand Presentation  

 UNBSU Marketing Manager Richard Du presents the UNBSU 2017 Rebranding Initiative 

to the council. In detail, Du explains to council the reason for the move to rebrand the UNBSU 

(To have a refreshing, new brand that speaks to students), the new brand’s persona (Vibrant, 

simple, friendly, and powerful), and how it relates to the UNBSU Action Plan 2020. Du also guides 

council through the fine details of the brand: the 10 colours, (New red, new black, orange, pink, 

turquoise, atrium blue, submarine yellow, quad green, submerged blue, and royal Ghanaian 

purple), the brand’s typography (Montserrat), the many variations of the logo, CustomColour (The 

official colour customization method for all UNBSU designs), the online brand database + 

designer aid, how all sub-branding will follow the unified, square-based branding approach, and 

the significance of the new branding in general. Du expresses that this brand is intended for long-
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term implementation, and that he hopes it will “empower all UNB students by showcasing their 

strengths, passions, diversity… all while communicating that we fall under the same Student 

Union. The slogan for the rebranding campaign is “Countless visions, one Union”. The official 

launch date of the UNBSU rebranding initiative is October 10th.  

 Smith: Shall we open the floor to questions? 

 Bempah: The executive is very happy with all the hard work Richard has put in, and we 

believe in this rebranding initiative.  

 Reid: Good job Richard, really good. The event on the 10th should be unique – I haven’t 

seen such an event before - and it should be good for general outreach. The designer aid + 

cheatsheet you mentioned, and the online content: will there be a brief version as well? 

 Du: Yes, the cheat sheet is a one-pager. 

 Cormier: You’re keeping the rebrand event quiet from students until the 10th, but are you 

telling the media? 

 Du: Yes, we’re sending invitations to our stakeholders and primary people. 

 Lutes: Do you have a timeframe for the launch on the 10th? 

 Du: 10am to 2pm. Hopefully in a high traffic time. 

 Reid: You mentioned that the SU has a drone? 

 Du: No, it’s actually my drone.  

 Somerville: What do the colours mean? 

 Du: Each colour doesn’t necessarily represent a specific thing, but the colours have been 

optimized to be complementary. We’ve done research on what colours go well together, and 

combined them into our logo/brand. We hope that it does represent diversity and unity.  
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 Bempah: All our coordinators will be wearing colourful t-shirts, and we also expect 

councillors at the rebrand launch on the 10th. Hopefully you will wear your UNBSU swag to the 

event, too! Please try your best to make it.  

 Meagher: Are we looking for volunteers to decorate campus the night before? 

 Du: Absolutely. Some members of the Student Experience Team are decorating campus 

the night before; you can definitely help if you’re interested. 

 Reid: The four words [Vibrant, simple, friendly, powerful] remind me of something Ashley 

Lennon, a previous marketing manager, worked on: the hashtag #UNBSYOU. It’s a campaign 

they did on Instagram, and people liked that as far as I know. Students used it to associate 

themselves with the UNBSU.  

 Lazarev: Well done! Pat yourself on the back. 

 Smith: Any last questions? 

 Cormier: What was the hashtag again? 

 Du: YOU instead of U in UNBSU.  

5.3 Budget Confirmation 

 Beairsto: Last week we reviewed the budget – I didn’t receive any additional feedback over 

the past week, so that must be good! 

 Smith: If there are no final questions, we can vote on the motion. 

 Motion to approve the UNBSU revised budget for the 2017-18 year. 

Mover: Beairsto 

Second: Lutes 

Vote passes. 

Abstentions: Pilgrim. 
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5.4 Plebiscite Approval 

 Bempah: I’m happy to report on our progress! This past Monday, we presented to the 

Nursing faculty on Open Education Resources (OERs), and on the exam bank initiative; the 

Nursing faculty is happy to support us on both things. They will also send preliminary support to 

the UNB Senate. Other faculties have indicated their support for OERs. In addition to this support, 

our case will be much stronger if we also ask for feedback from students through a plebiscite. I 

hope that council approves this plebiscite question. 

 Motion to approve, in conjunction with our by election from October 9th – 15th, the 

following plebiscite question:  

 “Open educational resources (OERs) are free and openly licensed educational materials 

that can be used for teaching, learning, research, and other purposes. Do you support your UNB 

Student Union advocating for the adoption of Open Education Resources at the University of New 

Brunswick?” 

Mover: Bempah 

Second: Beairsto & Lazarev 

 Smith: If there are no questions, we can vote on the motion. 

 Bempah: We’ve also been working on campaign materials – card handouts, videos – so 

students are well-educated on OERs before the plebiscite.  

 Smith: Last call for questions. 

Vote passes on item 5.4. 

5.5 Clubs and Societies Ratification 

 Beairsto: We’re still waiting to hear back from some clubs and societies. 

  Motion to remove item 5.5 from agenda.  
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Mover: Beairsto 

Second: Lutes 

Vote passes. 

5.6 Bylaw Reading #3 

 Bempah: As mentioned previously, we must have multiple readings on a bylaw change to 

make sure they’re consistent legally. This is our final reading, so after this our bylaws will change 

so that our councillors must be at least 19 years old to be on the council.  

 Motion that the council accepts the third bylaw reading.  

Mover: Bempah 

Second: Banks 

Vote passes.  

5.7 Inclusive Position Statement Presentations 

 LGBTQ Councillor Jackie Toner presents to council three Identity Position Statements to 

be adopted by the UNBSU. Toner expresses that these statements (The Chosen Name position 

statement, the Chosen Pronoun & Honorifics Position Statement, and the Gender Neutral 

Bathrooms position statement) were drafted so the UNBSU can provide protection that is not 

currently provided by the institution of UNB (Toner is on a committee that is drafting a UNB 

Inclusive/Identity policy, but that will take time). 

 In detail, Toner explains the Chosen Name position statement: who it will protect 

(GNC/Transgender/Gender minorities students who don’t identify with their legal name, 

international students, and any students whose chosen name is an essential part of their identity), 

why it is important and necessary (In the absence of a UNB Identity policy, the UNBSU can help 

protect students and push UNB to move faster on its policy implementation), how the UNBSU is 
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working with Mark Walma and Human Rights Officer Sula Levesque to enact this statement, and 

how this statement is protected from the possibility of someone attempting to claim a harmful or 

insincere name. 

 On the Chosen Pronouns and Honorifics position statement: Toner explains how the 

gender binary is a social construct, how this UNBSU statement will help gender minorities, and 

why it’s essential that a person’s chosen pronouns are respected. She shares some situations she 

has encountered on this issue, which demonstrate why this statement is important.   

 Finally, on the Gender Neutral Bathrooms position statement, Toner explains the three 

changes she proposes to make to the UNBSU’s existing position statement (which was not passed): 

how there must be a minimum of one GN bathroom per three sets of gendered bathrooms per 

building; all committees responsible for making decisions on GN bathrooms must include a 

minimum of one UNBSU executive member, and four UNBSU councillors; and UNB must update 

all students on their progress on gender neutral bathrooms every four months. 

 Smith: Let’s open the floor to questions.  

 Iyengar: What does ‘honorifics’ mean? 

 Toner: That refers to the GN honorific ‘Mx.’ instead of ‘Miss.’, ‘Mrs.’, ‘Ms.’, or ‘Mr.’. 

 Iyengar: Thank you.  

 Banks: I just want to mention to council why the position statements are important for the 

UNBSU: they show how the UNBSU feels about an issue, and position statements such as these 

are also actionable. They are used to pursue certain things and maintain our goals.  

 Cormier [To executive]: Last year there were expiry dates on position statements that were 

presented to council. Will these be added later to these statements? 

 Smith: They expire every two years unless we motion to extend.  
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 Banks: Sometimes actionable position statements have shorter expiry dates, but they have 

an automatic two-year date.  

 Meagher: Do these position statements apply in residence too? 

 Toner: Yes, anywhere on campus/within the UNB community. These protections go 

through Sula [Levesque]’s office. 

 Meagher: I was specifically referencing the GN bathroom statement.  

 Toner: That one is slightly different in residences, as it’s based on the individuality of the 

house. They’re fully supported by Residential Life.  

 McGinn: What were some of the committees involved in the GN bathroom discussion? 

 Toner: I wasn’t a part of it at the time. I believe it was the two Inclusion Councillors plus 

the Accessibility councillor? Sula would have the information on that.  

 Somerville: How close are we to the 1:3 ratio within the GN bathroom statement? 

 Toner: With residence buildings excluded, in faculty buildings, there are huge 

opportunities for GN bathrooms, but excessive gendered signage. For example, in Singer Hall, 

they only changed the two single-stalled bathroom signs to be gender neutral 2 months ago. The 

ratio isn’t reached yet, but there’s definitely potential to reach it. For example, the current 

Kinesiology building has nothing, but the new Kinesiology building will. 

 Somerville: There’s usually one set of bathrooms per faculty building floor, right? 

 Toner: In the entirety of Head Hall there’s multiple sets per floor.  

 Lutes: I don’t mean to fixate, but I’m thinking of the HIL: there’s a male bathroom on the 

right of each floor, and a female bathroom the left, very clearly gender segregated. The GN 

bathroom there, if there is one, isn’t clearly indicated. Is there something within the policy about 

better advertising GN washrooms within buildings too? 
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 Toner: As UNB would have to communicate updates every four months on GN bathrooms, 

they must specify where they are in buildings too.  

 Reid: Lee Thomas was the first person to start GN washrooms at UNB four years ago, so 

I think we’re still far away from reaching this ratio. This is a new thing and a new goal.  

 Smith: If there are no more questions, we will motion.   

 Motion to adopt the Chosen Name Position Statement.  

Mover: Toner 

Second: Hebert 

Vote passes. 

Abstentions: Toner. 

 Motion to adopt the Chosen Pronouns and Honorifics Position Statement.  

Mover: Toner 

Second: Pilgrim 

Vote passes. 

Abstentions: Toner. 

 Motion to update the current Gender Neutral Bathrooms Position Statement. 

Mover: Toner 

Second: Jefferies 

Vote passes. 

Abstentions: Toner.  

5.8 Position Statement on Discrimination 

 Lutes: I don’t have a presentation prepared, but may I take the floor? 

 Smith: Absolutely.  
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Abram Lutes takes the floor. 

 Lutes: The issue I wanted to bring to council is an issue much larger than just our campus, 

but it is affecting UNB negatively.  

 Smith: A reminder that, before you motion on this issue, we’ll have a question period. 

 Lutes: For some context, we’ve been made aware of a presence of far-right white 

nationalist movements in NB. Some have tried to establish themselves on their propaganda on 

campus and on the Indigenous welcome sign on STU campus: the slogans on their posters read, 

“Equality is a false God”, “We insist on existing”, and similar things in reference to the white race.  

 Bempah: One poster depicted two white people saying, “We have a right to exist”, and 

another read, “critical thought is a crime: free speech is a fundamental Canadian right, help us 

defeat cultural Marxism and more at altright.com”. 

 Jefferies: It’s a website? 

 Smith: They’re advocating for people to go to their websites. 

 Lutes: This is the most prominent example of this material showing up on our campus, but 

material has shown up in other locations. An organization called Storm Alliance have been trying 

to establish themselves in St Stephen and Fredericton. So, with that context in mind, I think it’s 

important that the UNBSU establishes a position on this issue. The motion I propose reads: 

 WHEREAS the UNBSU feels that hate and racism have no place on our campuses or in 

our communities; 

 BE IT RESOLVED that the UNBSU condemns the white nationalist actions in St. Stephen 

and in Fredericton and the spreading of white nationalist propaganda on our campus. The UNBSU 

will commit to assisting in the prevention of the spread of this propaganda and resolves that those 
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affiliated with white nationalist, white supremacist, or otherwise fascist or Nazi organizations will 

not be welcome at any UNBSU affiliated events, venues, or businesses. 

 Lutes: With that, I believe we can go to questions. 

 Banks: Quick thank you to Abram for bringing this issue to council, and also to Jackie for 

the position statements she brought forth. Last year we didn’t have any councillors who brought 

their own position statements, but we’re lucky this year to have you all being pro-active. I just 

want to thank you, as it helps everyone when you guys bring these issues forward. 

 Williamson [Secretary]: For further context, UNB proctors were also alerted by Residential 

Life that some of these posters had been placed on residential buildings. 

 Bempah: To reiterate what Madi [Banks] said, I think this year’s council is already 

accomplishing great things. I feel the UNBSU has a responsibility to take a position on this issue, 

as our student body is diverse and this issue affects members of our student body. I did receive a 

call from CBC this morning, but we’ll get back to them with a proper response after council has 

met this evening. I approve the statement as it’s extremely important, but I do want us to craft it 

very well. I feel we should adopt this statement after the recommendations of the Policy and 

Advancement committee, so it can be worded strongly and be consistent with other UNBSU 

position statements.  

 McGinn: I agree with Herbert [Bempah], that it be passed along to the Policy and 

Advancement committee, so that the structure and wording of the statement can be refined so it’s 

in line with our other position statements. Perhaps so it’s slightly less specific so it has a broader 

umbrella. Also, we should possibly abstain from using the ‘far-right’ wording, as that is a political 

statement.  
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 Bempah: We’re non-partisan, so while we communicate our stance, we must stay away 

from politics. 

 Toner: Last year when the US Travel Ban occurred, did the UNBSU put out a statement? 

 Bempah: I don’t think so; we did get media requests though, so we talked about it in 

conjunction with our Breaking Stereotypes campaign.  

 McMillan: I agree with Chris [McGinn] - we should reword it, condense it, and make sure 

it aligns with other UNBSU statements. 

 Banks: I will mention to council, because it looks like this may be deferred to the Policy 

and Advancement committee, we still do want to get a general opinion on how council feels about 

this issue. We do have to respond to the media soon.  

 Iyengar: I just wanted to say, unions are innately political. We do want to make sure that 

we come down on the correct political side. It is a responsibility of our organization that we’re 

condemn these behaviours.  

 Banks: We want to stay away from political parties because the position statement 

shouldn’t target political groups. We’re targeting ideas, and these ideas aren’t attached to political 

groups. These ideas are always bad, not just if you’re a mobilized group. 

 Iyengar: I agree, but these are ideas that get associated to groups, they just don’t float 

around. We don’t want to avoid that.  

 Lazarev: While the Policy and Advancement committee rewords our statement, what’s a 

mean-time way to address this? 

 Bempah: This is where we look to council for advice. Hopefully, we can get back to CBC. 

UNBSU has always denounced discrimination, so we want to get back to them denouncing it for 

now with our preliminary opinion, then deliver an official position statement later.  
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 Banks: Something important to add: we don’t ratify any political groups. They’re not 

associated with us, just so we remain a neutral union of a diverse student body. After we get the 

general council feel on this issue, we can take that preliminary opinion and give that to CBC. 

 Hebert: College campuses in the US have had similar things happen - they did call out far-

right groups, and the alt right argued that their right to free speech was being denied. In a blanket 

statement, we’re not taking away that right, we’re taking away the discriminatory idea. It’s 

extremely important to not give an inkling that it’s political, that it is based in hate.  

 Reid: I agree. Racist people are all over the political spectrum. We should condemn hate 

speech no matter who’s saying it.  

 Lutes: I would like to echo what Seshu [Iyengar] says, that ideas don’t come out of 

nowhere. I don’t think this is an either-or decision - we can understand that people who aren’t 

mobilized or declared Nazis can still spread hate. Those general biases/attitudes need to be 

addressed and educated, but it’s not a controversial idea that these attitudes coalesce into specific 

ideologies that are inherently political. If we’re truly opposing hate, we need to also oppose the 

politicization of that hate. We don’t have to use the phrase ‘far-right’, if that’s not communicating 

our feelings effectively - but there are certain ideologies (White nationalism, Nazi-ism) that 

explicitly are political and hateful. That are motivating these actions of hate. I don’t see this as 

partisanship, as that refers to electoral political parties (Such as the Conservative party). We’re not 

condemning electoral parties. It’s also important that we stress that this isn’t a case of free speech 

– the right to free speech is part of your relationship with the State, and we’re not the State.  

 Toner: To respond to Herbert [Bempah] and Emmanuel [Hebert], going to the heart of this 

hate and this upset – using that in many avenues of conversation is important. Personally, I would 

find it impactful if we sent out an email to the student body, communicating directly how we feel. 
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Email is a useful platform to address our position. Also, we could consider teaming up with the 

Brunswickan. A position statement is important, but communicating it effectively to the student 

body is equally important.   

 Cormier [to Beairsto]: We’re not allowed to ratify any political groups? Is that why we 

don’t see political groups on campus? 

 Beairsto: We don’t ratify them, but we can recognize them. The main difference between 

the two is how much support the UNBSU provides. We can recognize that they exist, allow them 

to come to the Clubs and Societies fair, but they’re not officially ratified under the UNBSU.  

 McGinn: The groups listed in Lutes’ position statement stemmed from the hate that we’re 

trying to target. It’s dangerous to name the groups specifically in our statement, as that’s what they 

feed off, and that’s what we’re trying to avoid. Through targeting the general sentiment of hate, 

we’re de-facto targeting the groups under the hate umbrella.  

 Dykens: Yes, we shouldn’t be mentioning individual groups within the statement, but we 

should be condemning the particular ideologies within the statement.  

 Lazarev: I understand that we’re not to take a political position, but there’s a time and a 

place for this. When there are groups like the alt-right or the Storm Alliance, they’re not even 

sugar-coating their hate. We should say that the groups participating in this spreading of hate 

should not be doing it on our campus. Additionally: should communities or individuals that are 

affected by these kinds of actions on campus be informed? That they should be prepared?  

 Bempah: This may be a Mark Walma issue. Tomorrow, we’ll reach out to administration 

figures such as Walma, to discuss what we should do. Also, Jackie [Toner], the email idea is a 

great one. 
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 Iyengar: There’s an excellent book: Eichmann in Jerusalem. I recommend you all read it. 

A point from that book is as follows: when you study perpetrators of the Holocaust, what you’ll 

find is that those people are not hateful people. They simply got swept up in the political movement 

of the time. It’s tempting to say we need to target hate, but a lot of these people are not inherently 

acting out of hate. You do have to be careful not to judge them. Additionally, what about a positive 

reaction to this issue? What can the executive and council do to promote diversity, respectful free 

speech? Could we compel the executive to take things in a positive direction? 

 Bempah: It’s the council’s discretion to do so. 

 Iyengar: Councillors, what can we do to address this positively, especially to Indigenous 

students, as they were the ones directly targeted? 

 Toner: What steps would the executive take if there was a negative reaction to our position 

statement? 

 McGinn: I don’t know if we can say that pre-emptively. We should sit down and discuss a 

plan for if that situation occurs.  

 Banks: This discussion is super important and I’m really glad we’re having it. This will 

help us develop better policies in the future; I’ve learnt a lot so far, so thank you.  

 Lutes: Let me pick up on what Seshu [Iyengar] said. Indigenous people were specifically 

targeted. How does that relate to structural inequalities present in this situation? I also really 

support the positive response, that highlights all of our diversity and complexity. This hate does 

not reflect the values of the student body. It’s not minorities vs the ‘average white man’. That’s a 

constructed narrative, and we need to show that the clear majority of people don’t agree with it.  
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 Beairsto: This is one of the best council discussions I’ve ever taken part in. Also, our 

rebrand launch can be a part of this positive response. We can highlight diversity and how strength 

lies within our differences.  

 Lazarev: Ditto.  

 Iyengar: I have two things. Madi [Banks], I do think we’re all in agreement here. 

 Banks: Yes. 

 Iyengar: We agree about the important things. Now, we should move the official statement 

to the Policy and Advancement committee. Then, with the rebrand launch event, can the event be 

changed to include the coordinators featuring multi-cultural groups, multicultural initiatives, etc?  

Maybe we could talk to Richard Du about changing the vision statement [“Countless visions, one 

Union”] to be more about diversity. Perhaps we could vote on that as a council, so the executive 

can focus more on diversity in the rebranding. Would that be in the form of a motion? 

 Bempah: I agree completely, this is about procedure. Though we must motion on Abram 

[Lutes]’s issue first. 

 Smith: Abram [Lutes]’s motion was on the floor, which you [Bempah] suggested we defer 

to the Policy and Advancement committee, then Seshu [Iyengar] is looking to bind the executive 

to do something, which would flow off of that. 

 Lutes: Should I withdraw my motion? 

 Smith: We’re passing it onto a committee through Herbert [Bempah]’s motion.  

 Bempah: You are invited to draft the statement Abram with the Policy and Advancement 

committee, as is everyone else. 

 Banks: Anyone can come, even if you’re not a councillor. 
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 Motion to refer the Discrimination position statement to the Policy and Advancement 

committee. 

Mover: Bempah 

Second: Beairsto 

Vote passes.  

 Motion that the council resolve to ask the executive to include cultural diversity as a 

prominent feature of the upcoming rebranding campaign (In consultation with Richard Du), and 

also to start engaging with opportunities to promote diversity as the UNBSU.  

Mover: Iyengar 

Second: Hebert 

Vote passes.  

 Bempah: This has been a great discussion! The executive will meet tomorrow about this. 

Can every member of the Policy and Advancement committee wait for a few minutes after council 

adjourns? 

 McGinn: If anyone has ideas on this, pass them on to us as soon as possible. 

6. Reports to Council 

6.1 Vice President Student Life Brian Tozer 

- Homecoming was a success! The quad event had a great turnout.  

- I met with the Drinksmart coordinator this week to further outline the year.  

- I met with all Saferide drivers this morning.  

- Volunteer fair was also well attended, with lots of student engagement. 

6.2 Vice President Finance & Operations Grayson Beairsto 

- I didn’t work on our HR policy as much as I would have liked to this week. 
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- The Clubs and Societies coordinator is now set up, administration process is ongoing. 

- Our food calendar idea mentioned at Council Orientation is in the works – will be put on 

our new website. 

- I met with Richard Du about the marketing with Clubs and Societies.  

6.3 Vice President Internal Chris McGinn 

- I met with most of you all this past week. I’m excited to work with you! 

- I did some interviews for our new SU team.  

- Student Enrolment Management for Student Success committee met this week; we’re 

currently defining what student success at UNB should be. We’d love input from the 

council on that definition.  

- I met with Nick Zildjan (Varsity Reds Marketing and Special Events Manager) this week 

– we’ll be giving away lots of Vreds shirts and prizes, which is exciting. 

- First UNB senate meeting this past Tuesday. 

6.4 Vice President Advocacy Madi Banks 

- Wellness week is happening October 16th-20th, things are going well. 

- We need performers for our Coffee House. Lots of different opportunities there – please 

let people know. 

- Worked on Homecoming with Brian [Tozer]. 

- Working on a draft CASA proposal. 

- The External Affairs committee met for the first time this week, which went well. We 

decided to search for more members before we elect our chair and secretary. 

- First day for the UNBSU Reconciliation general meeting is on October 26th in this room.  
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- Richard [Du] and I have decided to use our UNBSU blog. I’m taking that over and 

recruiting councillors who want to write in our blog section. Let me know if you’d be 

interested! 

6.5 President Herbert Bempah 

- Breaking Stereotypes campaign begins filming next week. Thank you to Simal [Qureshi] 

for helping so much with this. I’d also like Lydia [MacLeod, Women’s Councillor]’s 

perspective on our theme this year, which is Toxic Masculinity. 

- Assisting Development Relations, I’ve been meeting with alumni on that. 

- Been communicating with the Campus Food Strategy Group. The UNBSU will be 

managing the group in the future, so we’re drafting an MOU.  

- Working on the by election + plebiscite campaign .Presenting to some faculties over the 

upcoming weeks. 

- We’ve hired everyone for the Multicultural Initiatives team, and we’ll be meeting soon. 

Our first event was yesterday, and went well! More events will be hosted throughout the 

year.  

- I’ve been working on the with SDG conference with STU. This is happening in October - 

free tickets are available, so please let me know if you’re interested. 

- I’m the chair for the Member Relations Committee within CASA. Working on advocacy 

and marketing.  

7. Announcements 

 7.1 Emily McMillan 

 Banks: Big congratulations to our councillor Emily McMillan, who is no longer a non-

voting member of the UNBSU! You’ll be able to vote at the next council meeting. 
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  7.2 Council Reports  

 McGinn: Starting next month, at the second meeting of every month, each councillor will 

report to council on what they’ve been up to. Also, don’t forget about Councillor of the Month!  

 Cormier: We’re not doing reports this month? 

 McGinn: No. 

  7.3 Next Week 

 Bempah: As we’re not meeting next week because of Thanksgiving, you’ll all receive an 

executive report from us.  

8. Question Period 

 Cormier: What do you mean by rebrand swag? 

 McGinn: Our council quarter zips; they’ll be here for next week.  

 Cormier: What if my councillor office hours are during the rebrand launch? 

 McGinn: We can let that slide.  

 Dykens: When you send out the email about the Discrimination statement to the student 

body, you can include the hours of the first Reconciliation committee meeting, for those interested. 

 Wilson: What time is the rebrand launch?  

 Bempah: It’s now 11:30-2pm.  

 Wilson: What if I can’t come for the whole event? I have class. 

 Bempah: That’s okay. 

 Williamson [Secretary]: How do I contact the Drinksmart coordinator? 

 Tozer: It’s Chloe Jardine. Our email has changed recently, so make sure you use the new 

one. 
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 Cormier: For the rebrand initiative, we can use last year’s Breaking Stereotypes material 

to promote diversity. It’s a good thing to use in tandem, as last year’s campaign was successful. 

 Bempah: Yes, we can do that.  

 Qureshi: How do we make our office hours known? 

 McGinn: It doesn’t have to be officially advertised, and you don’t have to be in an official 

office. Even if you just post your hours and location on your Facebook timeline or Snapchat. As 

long as they’re made available somehow.  

 Toner: Last year we emailed our office hours to the VP Internal, and they created a public 

list. 

 Bempah: We can do that! Send them to Chris [McGinn] or myself. 

 Cormier: You can also talk to the Student Advocate, so they can email your office hours to 

your whole faculty. 

 Bempah: Let’s say, if you send your hours to me by Wednesday, they can go in the email.  

 McMillan: For my office hours, can they be flexible? I’m in clinical right now in Nursing, 

so can my office hours change to manage this? 

 McGinn: Yes, just let us know. 

9. Other business arising from this meeting 

10. Adjournment 

Mover: Toner 

Second: Wilson 

Vote passes. Meeting adjourned at 9:06pm. 


